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A convolutional neural network (CNN) is employed to investigate nuclear mass. By introducing
the masses of neighboring nuclei and the paring effects at the input layer of the network, local features
of the target nucleus are extracted to predict its mass. Then, through learning the differences
between the predicted nuclear masses by the WS4 model and the experimental nuclear masses,
a new global-local model (CNN-WS4) is developed, which incorporates both the global nuclear
mass model and local features. This model achieves an accuracy of 0.070 MeV for the nuclei with
Z > 8 and N > 8 in AME2016, significantly enhancing the accuracy of nuclear mass prediction.
When extrapolating for newly emerged nuclei in AME2020, the CNN-WS4 also exhibits appreciable
stability, thereby demonstrating its robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear mass is one of the basic quantities in nuclear
physics, providing rich structural information, such as
shell effect [1, 2] and deformation [3, 4]. It is widely
used to extract nuclear effective interactions, such as
mean-field effective interactions [5–7] and pairing inter-
actions [8]. Additionally, it is also a crucial input in nu-
clear physics for understanding the energy production in
stars and the origin of elements in the universe by de-
termining the reaction energies of all involved nuclear
reactions [9–11]. Therefore, nuclear mass plays a vital
role in understanding nuclear structure and studying the
astrophysical nucleosynthesis.
Due to the importance of nuclear mass, there has been

a persistent pursuit to obtain more precise nuclear mass.
Many advancements have been achieved in the experi-
mental measurements of nuclear mass [12, 13]. AME2020
provides a comprehensive overview of nuclear mass mea-
surements, evaluating and recommending the masses of
3557 nuclei [14, 15]. On the theoretical side, different
kinds of nuclear mass models have been developed [16].
In 1935, Weizsäcker [17, 18] proposed for the first time a
semi-empirical formula for the masses of nuclei, namely
the famous Bethe-Weizsäcker (BW) mass formula, which
predicted the mass with an accuracy of about 3 MeV.
The semi-empirical formula belongs to the macroscopic
model and can describe the mass of most nuclei well. By
incorporating the microscopic shell correction term into
this model, macroscopic-microscopic models, such as the
finite range liquid droplet model (FRDM) [19] and the
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Weizsäcker-Skyrme (WS) model [20], have been devel-
oped. The corresponding prediction accuracy has been
significantly improved to approximately 0.3 MeV. The
microscopic mass models based on the nuclear density
functional theory have also been developed, e.g., the rel-
ativistic mean-field model [21–30] and the nonrelativistic
Hartree-Fock-Bogliubov (HFB) model with Skyrme [31]
or Gogny [32] force. They are generally believed to pro-
vide better reliability in extrapolation, although their ac-
curacy in predicting experimentally known masses is cur-
rently lower than those of macroscopic-microscopic mod-
els [33].
The theoretical models mentioned above are commonly

referred to as global theoretical models. In contrast,
the models based on the assumption of local interaction
and connecting the physical quantities of adjacent nu-
clei are called local type theoretical models [34–37]. The
local mass models have unique advantages in predicting
nuclear mass, especially in regions where experimental
nuclear mass data are known. The local mass models
primarily include the Garvey-Kelson local mass relation
(GK relation) [35], the mass relation based on neutron-
proton interaction (δVin−jp relation) [36, 37], and the
Audi-Wasptra extrapolation method developed during
the compilation of the AME data table [14, 15]. In the
region where the experimental data are known, the local
type models can achieve high accuracy. For instance, lo-
cal mass relations achieve an accuracy of approximately
0.2 MeV [34].
Despite significant improvements in the prediction ac-

curacy of nuclear mass models, theoretical models still
fail to meet the research demands for exotic nuclear struc-
ture and astrophysical nucleosynthesis [38]. For example,
the rapid neutron-capture process (r-process) is a promi-
nent area in physics, demanding a nuclear mass predic-
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tion accuracy of about 100 keV [10]. Hence, there is
a considerable scope for improving the existing nuclear
mass models. Machine learning (ML) is one of the most
popular approaches to complex problems due to its pow-
erful learning capabilities. In the field of nuclear physics,
machine learning plays a crucial role with significant ap-
plications [39, 40], including the prediction of nuclear
ground-state or excited-state properties, such as charge
radius [41–44], excited states [45–48], α decay [49, 50],
β decay [51, 52], charge density [53–55], density func-
tional [56], nuclear level density [57], and ground-state
magnetic moments [58]. Especially, machine learning has
been widely applied to nuclear mass predictions [59–74].
Although there are many studies using machine learn-

ing to predict nuclear masses, most of them achieve an ac-
curacy of only around 200 keV. To overcome this bottle-
neck, it is necessary to consider more physics, as demon-
strated by some successful studies [72, 73]. For exam-
ple, in Ref. [72], employing an extended kernel ridge re-
gression approach to predict the nuclear mass, the root-
mean-square mass deviation can be reduced to 128 keV.
In Ref. [73], by keeping the known physics in various so-
phisticated mass models and performing the delicate de-
sign of neural networks, the Bayesian Machine Learning
(BML) model is developed and an accuracy of 84 keV is
achieved in the known region. However, the physics con-
sidered in this paper is a novel approach, which considers
both the global nuclear mass model and local features.
To this end, the convolutional neural network (CNN) is
one of the methods to implement this approach. The fi-
nal results also confirm this idea and achieve a new level
of accuracy of 70 keV.
CNN offers significant advantages in image processing

due to its capability to efficiently capture and process the
spatial structure of the images. It has been employed
to address challenges related to density functional the-
ory [75, 76]. In the field of nuclear physics, CNN has
recently been used to acquire knowledge about nuclear
charge radii [77, 78].
This paper represents the first use of convolutional

neural networks for predicting nuclear mass. We start
by directly predicting nuclear mass using CNN. Then,
we consider the existing theoretical model to predict the
differences between experimental values and the theoret-
ical mass predictions. After considering the WS4 global
nuclear mass model [20] based on the convolutional neu-
ral network, we construct a global-local model, which
considers both the global nuclear mass model and local
features. The predicting accuracy has been significantly
enhanced, where CNN demonstrates a strong ability to
extract local features of target nuclei.
The paper is organized as follows. The details of CNN

and data processing are discussed in Sec. II. Section III
provides the results and discusses the learning and ex-
trapolation abilities of the proposed models. A summary
and perspectives are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Many nuclear mass models are nowadays based on
global theories. The global theory can effectively capture
the systematic changes in nuclear ground-state proper-
ties and excels in describing and predicting the physical
quantities of nuclei in the regions where experimental
data are limited. Conversely, the local theories based on
experimental data emphasize the specific characteristics
of ground-state properties within local contexts and have
advantages in describing known experimental data. To
improve predictive ability, we combine the global theo-
retical frameworks with the methods for extracting local
relationships. The CNN is a kind of deep feedforward
neural network with local connection and weight shar-
ing. The data features around the target nucleus can be
efficiently extracted by CNN, which is the reason why
we use the CNN method. The convolutional layer is the
main part of CNN. The function of the convolutional
layer is to extract the features of a local region, which
plays a key role in obtaining the local physical informa-
tion of the target nucleus. Our objective is to predict the
mass of a nucleus composed of Z protons andN neutrons.
Drawing inspiration from the generalized Garvey-Kelson
local mass relation [79], we have devised the convolu-
tional neural network inputs with a 5 × 5 dimension for
each channel. In Fig. 1(a), taking 54Ni as an example,
we illustrate a 5×5 matrix containing information about
the physics of 25 nuclei, where 54Ni is the target nucleus
whose mass needs to be predicted, and the rest are its
neighbors.
In Fig. 1(b), the upper subfigure illustrates that the

inputs consist of three channels (Z, N , M): the first two
channels represent the number of protons (Z) and the
number of neutrons (N), while the third channel corre-
sponds to the mass of the nucleus being predicted, desig-
nated as zero, with the masses of the neighboring nuclei
(M) serving as inputs (this model is referred to as CNN-
I3 for short). There is no corresponding experimental
data in some regions around the nuclei at the edge of the
nuclide chart, and these missing experimental data are
uniformly replaced by the average of the total nuclear
masses. Building upon the three input channels, we ad-
ditionally incorporate the nuclear pairing effect (δ) as the
fourth input channel (this model is referred to as CNN-I4
hereafter), which is illustrated in the lower subfigure. δ is
a physical quantity related to the nuclear pairing effect:

δ = [(−1)N + (−1)Z ]/2. (1)

The size of the convolution kernel is set as 3 × 3 with
a stride of 1. To enhance the extraction of edge fea-
tures, zero padding is applied at both ends. The two-
dimensional convolution formula is stated as

O(u, v) =
3

∑

i=1

3
∑

j=1

g(i, j)h(u− i, v − j), (2)

where O(u, v) denotes the value of the element at coor-
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FIG. 1. (a) A 5 × 5 matrix containing information about the physics of 25 nuclei, where 54Ni is the target nucleus whose mass
needs to be predicted, and the rest are its neighbors. (b) The upper subfigure displays three input channels (three different
colors); the lower subfigure displays four input channels (four different colors).

dinates (u, v) in the output matrix and g(i, j) denotes
the value of the element at the coordinates (i, j) in the
convolution kernel. Similarly, h(u − i, v − j) represents
the value of the element at the coordinates (u− i, v − j)
in the input matrix.
There is no pooling layer in our network structure. It

consists of two convolutional layers, each followed by a
ReLU activation function. The ReLU function is defined
as

ReLU(x ) =

{

x x > 0,

0 x < 0.
(3)

Neurons utilizing the ReLU activation function only re-
quire addition, multiplication, and comparison opera-
tions, thereby enhancing computational efficiency. The
ReLU function is a left-bounded activation function, with
a derivative of 1 when x > 0. This characteristic par-
tially mitigates the issue of gradient vanishing in neural
networks and accelerates the convergence rate.
For regression problems, the root-mean-square error

(RMSE) is commonly selected as the loss function, ex-
pressed as:

Loss =

√

√

√

√

1

Nt

Nt
∑

i=1

(ypre − ytar)2, (4)

where Nt represents the size of the training set, and ypre
represents the predictions of the CNN, and ytar represents

the target values. The loss function measures the differ-
ence between the outputs of the neural network and the
training data. Network training would modify the net-
work parameters using suitable optimization algorithms
(optimizers) to minimize the loss function until the spec-
ified criteria are satisfied, resulting in a data-trained neu-
ral network.
In the final layer of the network, a fully connected layer

is appended to construct a convolutional neural network
with only one node in the output layer, tailored for re-
gression tasks. The output of this node represents the
regression prediction result. The output layer is divided
into two types: one directly represents the experimen-
tal nuclear mass as the output, while the other utilizes
the difference between the theoretical nuclear mass and
the experimental nuclear mass as the output. The differ-
ence ∆M between the theoretical nuclear mass and the
experimental nuclear mass can be expressed as:

∆M = Mth −Mexp. (5)

The theoretical massesMth are taken from the mass table
WS4 [20], which is one of the most accurate nuclear mass
tables. The experimental nuclear mass data are taken
from AME2020 [15]. We selected the masses of nuclei
with Z > 8 and N > 8 that had already appeared in
AME2016 [80] as the training set. The newly appeared
nuclear masses in AME2020 are used for extrapolation.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By designing the input data, the CNN-I3 and CNN-
I4 models are constructed, with RMSE values of 0.535
MeV and 0.291 MeV on the training set, respectively.
As the RMSE can only capture the general deviations
between theoretical and experimental data, for a more
detailed analysis of each nucleus, the differences between
the predicted nuclear mass of the two CNN models and
the experimental nuclear mass on the nuclide chart are
presented in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) presents the results of the
CNN-I3 model. The results demonstrate a distinct odd-
even staggering. The difference in each nucleus varies
from that of its neighboring nuclei. This variation is
closely related to the odd-even nature of the nucleus’s
proton and neutron numbers. From the subgraph, it
can be further found that when the neutron number is
even, the nuclear masses obtained by the CNN-I3 model
are larger than the experimental nuclear masses. When
the neutron number is odd, the nuclear masses obtained
by the CNN-I3 model are smaller than the experimental
nuclear masses. For the proton number, the same pat-
tern holds true as for the neutron number. Therefore,
Fig. 2(a) exhibits a distinct pattern, inspiring us to in-
corporate additional physical conditions. Consequently,
the pairing effect is further introduced in the input layer,
resulting in the expansion of the three-input channel to
a four-input channel, namely the CNN-I4 model.
The CNN-I4 model achieves an overall RMSE of 0.291

MeV, representing a 46% decrease compared to the CNN-
I3 model. After introducing the pairing effect, the promi-
nent odd-even staggering observed in the results of the
CNN-I3 model almost disappears. Figure 2(b) illus-
trates the differences between the masses predicted by
the CNN-I4 model and the experimental nuclear masses.
The overall prediction ability is significantly enhanced
upon the inclusion of the pairing effect.
For the CNN-I4 model, the predicting accuracy is high

even in the vicinity of magic numbers. The RMSE values
of the CNN-I3 model for the Ca, Ni, Sn, and Pb isotopic
chains are 0.798, 0.617, 0.812, and 0.652 MeV, respec-
tively. In contrast to CNN-I3, the CNN-I4 model shows
significantly reduced RMSE values in these four isotopic
chains, with values of 0.487, 0.284, 0.436, and 0.409 MeV,
respectively. It is evident that the model’s predicting ac-
curacy can be enhanced through the introduction of more
physical information via a well-considered network input
design. However, a significant deviation near the double
magic number is also observed, particularly in the two
isotopic chains of Sn and Pb.
From Fig. 2(b), it can also be observed that the predic-

tive capability of the CNN-I4 model is poor in both the
light and heavy nuclei regions. The model could be en-
hanced by incorporating additional physical information.
In the above work, CNN is employed to extract local fea-
tures from input data by using convolutional kernels to
perform sliding operations. However, a series of nuclear
mass physics models developed within the framework of
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FIG. 2. Differences (in MeV) between the nuclear masses pre-
dicted by CNN models and the experimental nuclear masses.
(a) CNN-I3 model, RMSE: 0.535 MeV; (b) CNN-I4 model
RMSE: 0.291 MeV.

global theory have not yet been considered. Next, our
CNN model is comprehensively considered in combina-
tion with the global nuclear mass model.
Based on the CNN-I4 model, a specialized design of

the output layer is employed to predict the differences
between the WS4 nuclear mass [20] and the experimen-
tal nuclear mass. This leads to the development of a
new model that integrates global and local theoretical
frameworks (this model is referred to as CNN-WS4 for
short). The differences between the predicted nuclear
masses of the CNN-WS4 model and the experimental
nuclear masses are illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that the
scale of color used in Fig. 3 is smaller than that used in
Fig. 2 by a factor of 5. The WS4 nuclear mass model is
incorporated into the convolutional neural network, re-
sulting in a significant improvement in overall predict-
ing ability. The RMSE within the known experimental
data range decreased to 0.070 MeV. This represents the
highest accuracy achieved so far in theoretical models
for predicting nuclear masses, compared with the exist-
ing studies [34, 72, 73]. The result proves the validity of
the CNN-WS4 approach, which combines the global the-
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FIG. 3. Differences (in MeV) between the predicted nuclear
masses of CNN-WS4 model and the experimental nuclear
masses.

oretical model with methods capable of extracting local
features to predict nuclear mass.
An interesting phenomenon is that in the region of su-

perheavy nuclei (Z > 104), the CNN-WS4 model predicts
a deviation of 0.046 MeV from the experimental masses.
This indicates that the CNN-WS4 model also shows su-
perior predictive capability in the region of superheavy
nuclei. As a result, a global-local model (CNN-WS4) has
been developed through the careful design of the net-
work’s inputs and outputs, leading to higher predictive
accuracy.
To evaluate the extrapolation performance of CNN-

WS4, we make extrapolation using newly emerged nu-
clei from AME2020. The RMSE of the extrapolation
realm is 0.211 MeV. Since many newly emerged nuclei in
AME2020 are located at the edges of the nuclide chart,
the constructed convolutional neural network model is
unable to effectively extract the surrounding features of
these nuclei, resulting in an overall increase in extrapo-
lation deviation.
To demonstrate the capabilities of the CNN-WS4

model explicitly, we present in Fig. 4 the learning and
extrapolation performance of various models for the Mt
isotopic chain and the N = 174 isotonic chain. Using
WS4 model to predict nuclear mass leads to significant
deviations. On the Mt isotopic chain, the difference be-
tween the nuclear mass predicted by the WS4 model and
the experimental nuclear mass varies from 0.994 MeV
to −2.519 MeV as the neutron number increases. On
the N = 174 isotonic chain, the WS4 model exhibits a
systematic deviation, with a difference between its pre-
dicted nuclear mass and the experimental nuclear mass
ranging from −2.845 MeV to −1.444 MeV. Similarly, the
predictive performance of only using convolutional neu-
ral networks is not satisfactory. In the learning region,
the results of the CNN-I3 model and CNN-I4 model are
significantly better than those of the WS4 model. How-
ever, when it comes to extrapolation, using CNN to pre-

dict nuclear mass shows noticeable fluctuations. The
integrated CNN-WS4 model, combining these two ap-
proaches, demonstrates the best results in both the learn-
ing and extrapolation domains. Along these two chains,
the CNN-WS4 model yields mass deviations within 0.2
MeV for the majority of nuclei, as highlighted by the
yellow region. It can be concluded that considering more
physical factors, especially the consideration of nuclear
mass models, has led to significant improvements in both
learning and extrapolation performance.

IV. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

In this study, we combine the global theoretical model
with methods for extracting local relationships, aiming
to enhance the predictive accuracy of nuclear mass. A
convolutional neural network has been employed to suc-
cessfully predict nuclear mass. To begin with, three kinds
of physical information are considered in the input layer
of the network: the proton number, the neutron num-
ber, and the mass of neighboring nuclei. To eliminate
the observed odd-even staggering, the pairing effect of
the nucleus is further incorporated into the input layer.
Thoughtful design enhances the predictive power of our
model significantly. Building upon this foundation, to
maximize the utility of the theoretical model, we have
specially designed the output layer and introduced the
WS4 model.
By considering a global nuclear mass model and utiliz-

ing CNN to extract features from surrounding nuclei, we
have achieved a nuclear mass prediction accuracy of 0.070
MeV. The CNN-WS4 model also shows excellent predic-
tive capability in the realm of superheavy nuclei. When
conducting extrapolation, this model also exhibits ap-
preciable stability, thereby demonstrating its robustness.
This indicates that CNN has a significant advantage in
predicting nuclear mass.
Currently, our research solely relies on the WS4 the-

oretical model. If more physical models are introduced
into the design process of the network, what kinds of ef-
fects on the stability of the network and the reliability
of the prediction results still need to be further explored.
It is also an open question about the interpretability of
neural networks. Physical information has a great influ-
ence on the stability of neural networks and the reliability
of prediction results. In the future, the development of
neural network methods that consider a greater number
of physical effects or constraints is expected to further
enhance the predictive capability for nuclear mass.
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